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TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 
CHATTANOOGA. TKNN[I560 27401 
400 Cestmut Street Tower n

Jose 2, 1963 

W -50-W390/83-30 
MD5o-391/83-30 

U.S. Nulear Regulatory Conission 
Region n 
Attn: Mr. James P. O'Reilly, Regional Administrator 
101 Marietta Street, NV, Suite 2900 
Atlanta, Georgia 30303
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Dear Mr. O'Reilly: 

WATTS BAR NUCLEAR PLANT UNITS 1 AND 2 - CONTROL BUILDING ISOLATION DAMPERS 
LEAKING - UMD-50-390/83-30, WiBRD-50-391/83-30 - FINAL REPORT 

The subject deficiency was initially reported to NRC-OIZ Inspector 
L. Wtson on Ity 4, 1983 in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55(e) as 
NCR VWI SW 8323. EEMloed i3 our final report.  

If you have any questiv8s, please get in •uch with• R. H. Shell at 
ITS 858-2688.  

Very truly yours, 

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 

L. o. Hills, Manager 
Nuclear Licensing 

Enclosure 
c0: Mr. Richard C. Deroung, Director (Enclosure) 

Office of Invpeation and Enforcement 
U.S. Nuolear Regulatory Comeission 
Vashington, D.C. 20555 

Records Center !Zncl.oaure) 
Institute of Nuclear Power Operations 
1100 Circle 75 Parkway, Suite 1500 
Atlanta, Georgia 30339
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Dtasristioe of Deficiency 

This nonconformace report (NCR) concerns two diff.'ent conditions. The 
first concerns isolation dameai O-7C0-31-3, 4, -36, and -37 an the control 
building emergency pressurization system. These dampers are required to be 
low leakage dampers but were found to leak at a higher than acceptable rate.  
This occurred because tMe subject dampers were specified on the data shoet as 
'low leakage" dampers. The contract engineer who wrote the oentrat 
Interpreted this to mean ALU-11509 leakage class n which is recomweoaed for 
oncontaminated air strum. However, the system requirements for these 

dampers demand virtually bubbletight loakage which translates to a clasn I 
leakage rate. Since the design ulgineer did not Indicate class I leakage 
rate on the damper data sheet as part of the procurement request, the 
contract englaser diM not have specific leakage requirements to put in the 
)rocurement document.  

The second condition involves fens in the spreading room exhaust system. lite 
logic diagram for the control building ventilation-system showed wiring 
design for a tral.i "A" main control room MR) isolation signal to turn ori" 
the train 'A" spreading room exhaust fan and a-f-sin 'b' isolation signal to 
turn off the train '3' spreading room exhaust fan. Therefore, the opposite 
train fan would be turned on after receiving a low flow signal from the fan 
turned off even during a MCR isolation mode. The instrumentation and 
controls login diagram 7UlV11-31-2 failed to indicate both trains of the 
spreading room exhaust ftne to turn off upon a MCR isolation signal frus 
isither train as required by section 9.4.1 of the FMdR. The assignable cause 
for this condition is attributed to the itniodquate review of the logic 
diagrams to see that they meet the design crieriea requirements.  

Safety ImDl!eations 

The subject dampers are required to be low leakage dampers to maintain MCR 
isolation during an arciden . condition. Excessive leakage thrgh these 
dampers would result in discharge of unfiltered wutside air into the 
habitability %cne by use of the control building pressur ization fans which 
are designed to continue to operate upon a control room siolation (CM1) 
simnal.  

Failure of ;.he proper fan to t'rn off would prevent the NCR from maintaining 
a positive pressure during an accident condition and thereby possibly 
introduce contaminated air into the habitability zone.
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VA lUmsau engineering change notice (20) 2510 to purchas leektlght 
butterfly valves on omtat S1KJ3-82624 and revise construction diwAngs to 
indicate the new valves. Then new valves have beeo received and Installed.  
To prevent swureenee, TWA ha f6oulated a standard damer data sheet and 
L"mstr ed all the molear projects to use thm In requesting proouremnat of 
dalerso .  

To oanret the second condition, 3C 3710 uma Usued to revise the logic 
diagram mad other applicable electriop'.. *•lng to shut dram both trains of 
the spreading room exhoust fais upor a ".JA Isolation signal from either 
train. Applicable field modifloatiu" have been ompleted. To prevent 
recurrenoe, WA has issued engineering procedure R .25 *Design Revlw and 
Interfaoe Comrdlintion for Detailed Construction and Procuremsnt Dravings." 
Additionally, TVA has initiated a program to train employess on the content 
cf the prooedures hioh affect their work.


